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FASD and the SLP
How Speech-Language Pathologists work with FASD
Emily Merritt, M.Sc, S-LP, Reg. CASLPO 6625
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intro/Background
Red tape
What is communication?
SLP’s and FASD
Public services versus private services
Q & A – please ask some – But actually….
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Introduction
• Emily Merritt, Registered Speech Language Pathologist with the College of
Audiologists and Speech-Language Pathologists of Ontario (CASLPO)

•
•
•
•

Speech Language Pathologist = SLP = Speech Therapist
Bachelor of Music from McMaster University
Master of Science in Speech-Language Pathology from Dalhousie University
Daughter of a Social Worker
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Background
•
•
•
•
•

Ontario born and raised
Nova Scotia
Northern Alberta
United Kingdom
Private Practice in Fergus, Ontario – Optimum Integrative Health Centre
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Side note
• FASD = suspected or confirmed FASD
• We have a wide range of abilities and capacities
• Not intended to replace an individualized assessment by a registered Speech
Language Pathologist

• WARNING: There is a participation component
• No conflict of interest to report
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But my kid
talks…
… Why do I need an SLP?

Photo:
https://www.pinterest.ca/pin/107101297362
034181/
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Speech

Language

Communication

What is the
difference
between Speech
vs. Language vs.
Communication?
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Speech

What is the
difference
between Speech
vs. Language vs.
Communication?

• How we say what we
want to say
• Sounds
• How we make them
• Sound errors
• Tongue movements
• Muscle function i.e.
weakness/lack of
coordination

Language
• What we want to
say/What we
understand
• Grammar
• Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Following directions
• Answering questions

Communication
• Exchanging
Information
• Words/Sentences/
Stories/Conversations
• Facial expressions
• Tone of voice
• Sounds effects
• Pointing/gestures
• Running away
• Screaming
• Physical aggression
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SLP’s are experts in communication
• Anything and everything related to exchanging information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behaviour management
Emotional regulation
Social communication
Conversation skills
Parenting strategies
Visuals/ Alternative Augmentative Communication
And of course… speech and language
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How it relates to FASD
• Some challenges with FASD – primarily
related to executive functions:
•

Impulse control

•

Social interactions

•

Comprehension

•

Attention

•

Aggression

•

Organization

•

Expression/Feelings

•

Lack of compliance

•

Problem solving
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Any other challenges?
• Lots more!
• If there is one specific to you – let me know and we can talk about how it
relates to communication
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FASD mantra…
Getting
started

“….it’s not personal”
• Each visit is a fresh visit
• Each morning is a fresh
morning
• Each minute is a fresh
minute
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All strategies are easier to talk
about than do

Easier said
than done

All strategies work perfectly when
described but rarely when done

In the real world there are siblings
and pets and appointment times
and power outages and global
pandemics
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Not every strategy
works for every kid
True for typical or
atypical development

Try differently
not harder
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SLP and Impulse Control
• Staying proactive rather than reactive
• An SLP can help with:
• Literal strategies for in the moment
• Communication regarding a challenge - cause and effect communication or emotions
surrounding an impulse

• Environmental modifications
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Case Study:
•
•
•
•

11 year old child
“Stealing” at school – erasers and small toys that belong to peers
Can describe that it is wrong – wants to stop
What can we do?

16
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“Solution”
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental modifications
Backpack checks
Sew pockets shut – became a reminder in the moment
Focused on what we wanted instead
Training for the school – how it was not a choice rather an impulse
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SLP and Comprehension
• Following directions is hard for a typically
developing child

• What we have to do to follow directions
1. Understand the words

• Guess what step we get lost at…

2. Understand the grammar
3. Hold onto all the information
4. Process the information
5. Complete the action
6. Verify we did it right

18
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Many children with FASD are remarkably good at hiding
comprehension delays…. How?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Follow what their peers do
Follow routines
Rely on gestures
Smile a lot – cute faces
Wait until someone else does it i.e. siblings
Hold onto one noun in the sentence and guess the rest
• Example: “I need to fix your coat, can you go get it?”
• Child comprehends “coat” and goes to get it and puts it on
• “Why do you have your coat on?” *reaches out hand*
• Child sees “give me” gesture and gives the coat
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SLP and Aggression
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Walking Amygdala – definition?
Non-reactive training and modeling
Literal language and visual reminders
“hands down”
Environmental modification
Avoid the fight or flight response
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Case Study
•
•
•
•

6 year old child
Sessions with siblings
Would get aggressive easily i.e. sibling wouldn’t move over
What do we do?
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“Solution”
1.Environmental modification – moved sibling next to me
2.Offered child a turn in the game in the sequence we were playing
3.Response – shut down/run away
4.Once returned – continued to consistently offer a turn – in a predictable way
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SLP and Expression/Feelings
• “Go put that over there!”
• “What’s up?” *looks up* “nothing”
• Sound familiar?
• Vague Vocabulary
• Non-specific instructions
• Lots of pointing or vocalizing to get help
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How can we help?
• Strategies and intervention for language/vocabulary development
• “planned silliness” or “playing dumb”
• Follow instructions exactly as they are provided or incorrectly
• Make it silly
• Model the missing language
For example:
Child: “Put that there”
Adult: “Put what where?!? Put this cup on my head? Okay!”
Child: “Noooo”
Adult: “Oooo, put the ball on the slide!”
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Intervention and training in
Zones of Regulation

How can
we help?

Modified programming to
meet the literal needs of a
child with FASD
Work on developing emotional
vocabulary
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SLP and Problem Solving
• Comes back to literal interpretation
• Only one way to do something
• When it doesn’t happen that way…
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Thinking “outside the box”
Taking activities and placing limitations
Starts small
Planned silliness!
• Get out a game but no pieces
• Give soup with no spoon
• Knock the tower over
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Size of the problem
Reaction ≠ Problem
• Big problems – Adults need help (call 911)
• Medium problems – Need an adult’s help
• Small problem – Solve it yourself
• An SLP may instigate small problems and
encourage resolutions
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SLP and Social Interactions
• The BIG one!
• Social rules are invisible – but very important
• Often undefinable ex. Eye contact, hand shakes (no not right now), eye rolls
etc.

• Friendships
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Enter
Michelle
Garcia
Winner….

Think
Social!

Emerging
perspective
takers

A bit narcissistic
in perspective
taking

Not sure why
friendships are
difficult/don’t
stick

www.socialthinking.com
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Social skills are implicit…
• Except when they are not
• Lots of children are confused about:
• Why “my friend” doesn’t want to play with me or did something mean
• Why they got in trouble from the teacher
• Why it was funny yesterday but not today
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A Friend versus Not a Friend
• Can your child describe the difference?
• If they can’t…
• Getting in trouble for doing things others tell them to do
• Manipulated by others
• Taken advantage of
• Behaviour models
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Other skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Behaviour Mapping
Size of the problem

you don’t want to play

• Compromise

Good thoughts Weird thoughts • Making jokes

• Small talk

Smart Choices
Joining a group
Leaving a group
Making new friends

We practice these skills in a safe
place – often with peers/siblings
when possible

Dealing with bullies
Playing new games – or games
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Social skills are so important

Often not treated

Big impact on day to day life!
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SLP and Attention
•
•
•
•

Classroom strategies come up most often
Not completing tasks – can we rule out comprehension?
Strategies to increase attention
Self advocacy for use of strategies
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Strategies may include…
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual timers
Visual schedules
Auditory schedules
Movement activities
Movement breaks
Adult lead activities versus child lead – difference?
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SLP and Organization
•
•
•
•
•

Often start when homework increases
Not bringing the right book home
Not sure what homework is due when
Can’t remember what to do for an assignment
Often late

• Are we grading a child’s academic abilities or organizational ones?
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How to help?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start young
Use visuals reliably
Trial agendas
Trial apps
Place expectations on independence
Ensure understanding of the abstract concept of time
Depends on cognitive capacity of a child
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SLP and Non-Compliance
• Pushing limits
• Not respecting boundaries
• Not responding to consequences
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Interpreting Behaviours
Behaviour

What we Think

Accurate Interpretation for
FASD

Non-compliance

Malicious/on purpose
Attention seeking
Stubborn

Struggles to translate verbal
directions into action
Doesn’t understand
Needs the attention

Adapted from “FASD
Strategies not Solutions”
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Back to the mantra…. “it’s not personal”
•
•
•
•
•

Working on behaviours requires support – support for parents/siblings/caretakers
Strategies are hard to uphold
Strategies don’t work the first time – consistency is key
Strategies that once worked well can stop working
An SLP can provide reassurance through difficult weeks/months/years that you are
on the right track

• Introduce and enforce new expectations – someone who isn’t “mom/dad”
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Any other
specific
challenges

•
•
•
•
•

What’s keeping you up at night?
Examples of challenges?
Do you know the right professional to call?
Do you know what supports are available?
An SLP is involved at school… Why aren’t
they doing this?
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Public Services
• Canada has public health care – therefore I get all the services I need right?
• Public speech and language services are limited and specific – clinicians are
wonderful caring hard working people with HUGE caseloads and limited
hours
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How to access public services
• Pre-school Services (age 0-4): Through Public Health
•
•
•
•

Call “Here4Kids” 1-844-4KIDS-11 (1-844-454-3711)
Service coordinator does a phone assessment and refers to the appropriate services
Wait
Child assessed by an SLP – Must be assessed PRIOR to entry into JK to be eligible for intervention –
if not will only receive assessment.

• Wait
• Child receives services to meet their needs – mandates for group therapy
• BUT sometimes children get missed if their challenges can’t be picked up by a standardized language
assessment

44
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How to access public services
• School Age (SK and up): Through your child’s school
• Children are only ELIGIBLE to be picked up by a school board SLP once they hit SK (if they are lucky) the

exception being if a child is using Augmentative/Alternative Communication i.e. a device to talk, then they get
picked up in JK.

• All children screened in SK
• Realistically – picked up in grade 1-2
• Services depend on need.
•

Speech sound errors or stuttering – refer to LHIN/Kids Ability services  another assessment to determine eligibility
for intervention. Must have at least 3 speech sound errors

•
•

Language delays – Seen by Communication Disorder Assistant for group intervention through a story retell program
Higher Needs WITH A DIAGNOSIS – consultation from school board SLP to teacher/school.
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More than one SLP working with your kid?
• Here’s why!
• If your child has a speech sound delay and/or stutter AND a language delay
(comprehension or expression) – 2 Speech Pathologists will be involved

• One through the LHIN/Kids Ability to target Speech and fluency
• Another through the school board to address language
• HOME SCHOOLERS! You have the ability to get funding through the LHIN to
target speech sound and/or fluency delays – a wee bit of paperwork though

46
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• Children struggling with:
• Attention
• Impulse control

Who falls
through the
cracks?

• Social skills
• Organization
• Self regulation
…Sound familiar?
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Side note
•
•
•
•
•

We are very LUCKY to have ANY public services
Not due to lack of caring on the clinician’s behalf
Want to help – limited by check boxes
Other challenges are more visible!
We have people like Tara!
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Private Services
• Paid for by individual families either through insurance coverage or out of
pocket

• Private practice clinician’s can address any goal related to communication
rather than only the ones that are acknowledged by the funding
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More side notes
• Private services have the luxury of being broader
• Even if your child is being seen by the school board SLP, they may or may
not be targeting all of these challenges – dependent on funding requirements

• Not every SLP is comfortable or experienced working with FASD – but
many are or are willing to learn/apply their skills in a new way
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Growing up
• We often talk about children with FASD
• Adults with FASD benefit from services and supports as well
• Especially within areas of comprehension/organization/attention
• Issues with our criminal justice system not identifying language delays
• “Rates of identification of DLD range from around 19% in U.S. research (Sanger et al.,
2001) to over 60% (Bryan, 2004) in U.K. studies, with Australian research estimating rates
between 38% (P. C. Snow, Woodward, et al., 2015) and 52% (P. C. Snow & Powell, 2011)”

• https://pubs.asha.org/doi/10.1044/2018_LSHSS-CCJS-18-0027
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Questions please!
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Thank you!
Optimum Integrative Health Centre
3-855 St David St N.
Fergus, ON
T: 519-787-4100
F: 519-787-4105
www.ontariohealth.org
emily@ontariohealth.org
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